
Uncle Joe 2020 
 
Lead by example 
Running for 2020 is not about winning, it is about presenting constructive, alternative 
(better) solutions that our country needs to hear, and it is about inspiring other 
leaders / next generation of politicians to do something and have their voice heard as 
Uncle Joe exemplifies through action. 
 
Bring back sensibility 
The positions taken by current Democratic candidates are too radical – full of empty 
promises and unrealistic proposals to grab attention.  People from conservative Asian 
cultures start to look at our democratic election as a joke or some sort of reality TV 
drama.  We need experienced politicians to bring back some good sense back.  
Democratic party needs a wise elderly to unify and to lead.      
 
Most qualified  
Your father’s experience, character, wisdom, reputation, and leadership make him the 
most qualified person for the job of president.  A lot of people we can’t stand Trump 
anymore.   
 
Trump, despite of his age, still acts like a kid and he is so “blind” (arrogant + 
ignorant).  Shut down the government for his border wall is merely one example of 
his backward thinking and immaturity.  Constructing a border wall is worse than 
throwing money down the drain.  Besides this border wall proposal, if you count 
this wall as an “infrastructure”, I don’t see how he is helping this country updating 
our infrastructure.   
 
Yes, illegal immigration, and even loop-holes within legal immigration process, 
should be addressed, but we need someone who can address these issues smartly 
and practically.  Immigration reform is not a showmanship of photogenic walls, 
especially in today’s digital world, with sophisticated transportation and 
communication tools, it does not require people to jump over a wall to committee 
crime, and when conmen could enter this country legally to defraud our 
community resource, they don’t need to jump over a border fence.  The Chinese 
spent more than a hundred years to build and upgrade their Great Wall to keep out 
“barbarians”, but how come China was ruled then colonized by “barbarians” for over 
500 years (Mongolians, Manchurians, Europeans, Japanese, etc.) and the wall didn’t 
stop various small to large scale invasions by “barbarians” throughout Chinese 
history?  USSR built Berlin Wall, but what happened to the Berlin Wall and to USSR 
in less than three decades since the wall construction? 
 
Trump is not focusing on the right issue and not using the right approach.  His 
inefficient and ineffective way of doing things can lead this country onto the wrong 
path.   



 
With age, comes wisdom  
Frankly, before I thought age is a big obstacle against Uncle Joe, but not anymore.  
Hey, if Trump is running at his age, why not Uncle Joe?  Winston Churchill was 
already 77 when he started his second term PM.  Further, Mahathir—whom I and 
Asians respect highly but thought that he is too old—was sworn into office at the 
age of 92 (surprise to many people)! Now I understand age is just another superficial 
factor (like appearance, skin color, and gender) that doesn’t mean anything.  What 
matters the most is what you can do for your country and for your people.   
Take Malaysia Prime Minister, Mahathir bin Mohamad as an example, at the age 
of 92, I have more respect to him than if he were a younger president.  At his age, he 
is entitled to choose an easy life, but thinking of what is best for his country and what 
he could help to make things better for his people, he made the challenging decision 
of running for office.  Like him, Uncle Joe is the same kind of selfless leader.      

 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/05/09/mahathir-mahathir-92-claims-win-
ruling-coalition-malaysia-elections/ 
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